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Abstract- The aggregation of attractive colloids has been extensively studied from both theoretical 

and experimental perspectives as the fraction of solid particles is changed, and the range, type and 

strength of attractive or repulsive forces between particles varies. The resulting gels consisting of 

disordered assemblies of attractive colloidal particles, have also been investigated with regards to 

percolation, phase separation, and the mechanical characteristics of the resulting fractal networks. 

Despite tremendous progress in our understanding of the gelation process, and the exploration of 

different routes for arresting the dynamics of attractive colloids, the complex interplay between 

convective transport processes and many-body effects in such systems has limited our ability to 

drive the system towards a specific configuration. Here we study a model attractive colloidal 

system over a wide range of particle characteristics and flow conditions undergoing aggregation 

far from equilibrium. The complex multiscale dynamics of the system can be understood using a 

Time-Rate-Transformation diagram adapted from understanding of materials processing in block 

copolymers, supercooled liquids and much stiffer glassy metals to direct targeted assembly of 

attractive colloidal particles. 

 

Main- The physical and mechanical properties of soft condensed matter generally, and colloidal 

systems specifically, are directly governed by their underlying microstructure. The diversity of 
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different microstructures obtained are the results of: (i) interactions between the primary particles 

that constitute the material [1, 2], and (ii) the interplay between the complex many-body effects 

that arise from these interactions and the processing conditions under which the material system 

is fabricated [3, 4]. Attractive Brownian particles assemble into colloidal gels, glasses and crystals 

depending on the volume fraction of colloidal particles and their inter-particle interactions [5]; 

each state representing an ensemble microstructure that particles collectively form [4]. Although 

one can predict theoretically the most favorable global structure for the particle assembly, the 

interplay between dynamical transport processes and the growing structures, coupled with the 

collective hydrodynamic behavior of large particle clusters, makes it extremely challenging to 

control the final configuration of such structured materials. Since the collective energy landscape 

of the particle ensemble in a given condition exhibits a plethora of local minima that the particulate 

structures can explore, kinetically arrested colloidal gel states form, rather than the ordered 

crystalline microstructure associated with the deepest energy minimum [3, 6]. Colloidal gels 

typically exhibit arrested microstructures, in which the individual particles form partially-ordered 

space-spanning networks that determine the mechanical response and properties of the resulting 

soft material. Recent advances in imaging techniques, as well as computational studies of particle 

assembly under quiescent conditions, have brought invaluable insight into the microscopic physics 

and dynamics of these particulate structures [6-10]; however, the resulting colloidal assemblies 

evolve and dynamically respond to imposed boundary conditions, resulting in a thermokinematic 

memory of the flow history [11, 12], which leads to shear-induced structuration/rejuvenation [13-

15], as well as rheological hysteresis and thixotropy [16, 17]. 

Recent experimental and computational studies have shown that the dynamical behavior of 

colloidal gels can be systematically understood based on the ratio of the magnitude of shear forces 
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arising from flow to the strength of attraction between colloidal particles. This ratio is commonly 

referred to as a Mason number,     3shear forces attractive forces 6 /Mn a   [12, 18-20], 

where   is the suspending fluid viscosity, a  is the radius of a particle,   is the imposed 

deformation rate, and   is the strength of attraction between a pair of Brownian particles (typically 

expressed in kT units). In similar approaches, others have proposed use of the term “Peclet number 

of depletion [18, 20] which is effectively a Mason number normalized or rescaled by the range of 

attraction [21]; however, since the Mason number is defined as the ratio of the magnitude of shear 

forces to attractive forces exerted on a particle, here we do not normalize the Mason number by 

the range of attraction. At small deformation rates, 
210Mn  , (where shear forces promoting bond 

breakage are significantly smaller than attractive forces promoting bond formation) the material 

behaves similarly to a viscoelastic solid and bulk deformation tests show that it exhibits a yield 

stress [22]. Above this critical stress, irreversible flow of the material begins, with progressive 

deviation from linear viscoelastic solid behavior (often characterized by a transport stress 

overshoot) and ultimately steady flow similar to a viscoplastic fluid [18, 23-26]. At sufficiently 

strong deformation rates, 
010Mn  , the particulate network is effectively broken down into 

individual components and the system response to an imposed deformation is increasingly hard-

sphere-like [27]. At intermediate rates [28], 
2 010 10Mn   , constant breakage and reformation 

of particle-particle bonds results in dynamic evolution of flow heterogeneities over a wide range 

of scales and the evolution of complex secondary structures that change the bulk stress response 

of the fluid as a whole [25, 28, 29]. Nonetheless, it should be noted that the use of the Mason 

number in scaling the rheological behavior of colloidal gels is limited to particles with short-range 

attraction. For longer-range potentials the shape of the energy landscape and the functional form 

of the potential needs to be taken into account. Thus, here and for the entirety of our results, we 
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study behavior of colloidal systems with attractions acting within quarter of the particle radius in 

order to avoid potential-dependent structures. Furthermore one should note that use of Mason 

number as defined here can only be justified for spherical particles with symmetric interactions. 

In many practical applications, where the shear forces are exerted on non-spherical particles, or on 

particles with asymmetric interaction potentials, similar dimensionless groups will need to be 

defined accordingly. 

Because of these complex dynamics, the resulting microstructures, as well as the final mechanical 

properties of a colloidal gel, strictly depend not only on the flow rates at which the material was 

processed, but also on the entire processing history [12]. Consequently, regardless of advances in 

particle chemistry, and physical understanding of the self-assembly phenomenon [30-33], 

systematic methods for fabrication of a colloidal network with specific or tailored final properties 

requires understanding of the non-equilibrium rheology of the self-assembling systems. The 

seminal work of Koumakis et al. [20] has demonstrated the role of processing history, by carefully 

examining the structure and rheology of shear-rejuvenated colloidal gels at different imposed 

deformation rates, and after cessation of flow. Nonetheless, a clear quantitative route to desired 

structure for a given system is lacking. 

Lu et al. [6] prescribed a phase diagram of colloidal gelation, with clear description of the solid-

like to liquid-like boundary, based on 3 different parameters: the volume fraction of solid particles, 

the interaction strength and the range of attraction in-between particles. Other 

theoretical/computational phase diagrams have been proposed based on similar parameters [3, 4, 

34]. However, these phase maps are specified on the basis of our understanding of quiescent 

gelation and do not reflect the time-dependent response of the system to deformation history. For 

example, a specified volume fraction of particles with specific range and strength of attraction, 
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well within the solid-like behavior region of the quiescent state diagram may show minimal to no 

elastic behavior in small amplitude oscillatory deformation depending on the history of the flow 

in which it was formed [35]. The present work develops a road map to understanding shear-

mediated assembly of colloidal particles by considering the effect of flow history and outlines how 

to construct a dynamical phase map in which such microstructures can be tuned towards desirable 

mechanical properties. To do so, we perform numerical simulations incorporating many-body 

hydrodynamic interactions of attractive colloidal particles well within the gel-forming region of 

Lu’s phase map for associating particles at 0.15   and study the effect of accumulated strain as 

well as the strength of the flow on the final microstructure and properties of the fluid. 

There is a growing recognition that there are close analogies between the material response of stiff 

engineering materials such as metals and glasses and soft microstructured materials such as 

colloidal or protein gels [36, 37]. Here we extend this connection by adapting a well-known 

framework from material processing studies of complex engineering materials with a wide range 

of possible flow-induced microstructures known as the Time-Temperature-Transformation 

diagram [38-42]. This allows us to systematically unravel many of the complex features associated 

with shear-driven assembly of complex colloidal structures. Since flow strength can be 

characterized by the shear rate, or in dimensionless form by the Mason number, and the 

accumulated strain provides a convenient dimensionless measure of the time over which transport 

processes take place, we refer to this framework as a Time-Rate-Transformation diagram (or 

alternatively as a Strain-Mason Number-Transformation diagram). It should be noted that the 

Péclet number (i.e. the ratio of the shear forces to the thermal forces) is commonly used to describe 

the rheological behavior of hard-sphere suspensions; however, in these attractive colloidal systems 

we use the rescaling  /Mn Pe kT    as the appropriate dimensionless group of choice. 
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We perform Dissipative Particle Dynamics [18] simulations (for implementation details see the 

SI) of attractive suspensions with solid volume fraction of 0.15   [25000 spherical colloidal 

particles and 200000 solvent particles], using a Morse potential to represent the inter-particle 

interaction as 
2

(2 )ij ijh h
U e e

  
    where 

ijh  is the surface-surface distance between two 

interacting particles. In this scheme, colloidal particles interact through Morse potential, as well as 

random, dissipative and lubrication forces, excluding traditional conservative forces in order to 

avoid discontinuities in particle interaction potentials (For details of simulation method refer to 

Supplementary Material and [12, 18]).  Having the exact expression for the interaction potentials, 

one can accordingly calculate the effective range of attraction using the Noro-Frankel expression 

[43]; however, it has been shown that the stickiness parameter and the second virial component of 

all interaction potentials become virtually identical at short distances where the separation between 

two particles is smaller than 0.1-0.3a [43, 44]. We show this quantitatively in Table S3 of the 

Supplementary Materials. In our simulations we study a wide range of attraction strengths 

3 50kT kT  , and three different ranges of attraction (
1 / a 

= 0.1, 0.2 and 0.25), and keep the 

volume fraction constant at 0.15  . Furthermore for all shear simulations a Lees-Edwards 

boundary condition is employed in order to impose deformation rates. 

We have previously studied gelation under quiescent conditions for a range of volume fractions 

   , and measured the corresponding ensemble averaged coordination numbers, Z0, as 

a suitable measure of the ensemble microstructure [12]. These gels are then subject to a steady 

simple shear flow of strength 0 , and the ensemble-average coordination numbers at long times, 

 0;Z t  , were again measured for different applied shear rates. When plotted against the 

Mason number, the normalized coordination number [scaled with the value measured at the end 
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of gelation under quiescent conditions, Zeq] confirms our previous findings of three distinct 

regimes in these systems (Fig. 1). This behavior can be well described by a scaled expression of 

the form (equation 1): 

   0

0 0

; 1 Mn

1 Mnc

Z t dZ

Z Z b




 
  


     (1) 

where Z∞ is the average coordination number of a hard-sphere suspension at a given shear rate (

0kT  ),  01 /d Z Z   and the two fitting parameters are found to be, 0.3b   and 2c  . The 

small fluctuations at low Mason number observed in fig.1 are associated with irreversible shear-

aging of the colloidal gels under a slow, but non-zero, imposed deformation rate. In this regime, 

commonly referred to as “shear compaction”, although the shear stresses imposed by the fluid flow 

are not sufficient to break the particulate network globally, they provide the particles near the 

surface of locally-glassy clusters [45] with additional energy required to occasionally break their 

bonding interactions and explore a more stable global state with progressively larger number of 

bonds [12, 18]. Recently, Whitaker et al. [45] through graph theory and structural analysis of the 

particle configurations showed that in gels formed under quiescent conditions as well as under 

flowing conditions, the elasticity of the gel arises from the packing of locally glassy clusters. 
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Figure 1. Evolution in the ensemble-averaged coordination number (scaled by its value at quiescent conditions), for a 

range of attraction strengths, in attractive colloidal systems as a function of applied Mason number. 

Having the long-time rheology-microstructure relationship of these attractive colloids under flow 

at hand, we prescribe the following protocol for the Time-Rate-Transformation (TRT): all 

simulations are initiated with a random distribution of 25000 colloidal particles at 10Mn   to 

ensure complete rejuvenation of the structure [12], and then all simulations are brought to arrest,

  0qt  , at different quench times, 
qt  with a linear decrease in shear rate over time of the form:  

  0(1 / )qt t t          (2) 

Based on the results in fig. 1, and since at 1Mn   particle-particle bonds are effectively broken, 

time is initialized at the instance when the imposed deformation rate corresponds to 1Mn  , i.e. 

3

0 0/ 6 a    (note that time is expressed in DPD units as explained in the SI). 
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The total accumulated strain,  max. 0 / 2qt dt t     (i.e. the integrated area under the shear 

rate-time curve) is an initial obvious measure of the accumulated flow history; however, since 

three different ranges of attractions are investigated, a more universal choice is to incorporate the 

length scale of the attraction and we report results using a rescaled strain,  1

max./n a   . Note 

that in our description, the Mason number only captures the ratio of the magnitude of shear forces 

to attractive forces. One can alternatively choose to represent the data against the “Peclet number 

of depletion, Pedep” as defined by Koumakis et al. [20], including the range of attraction in the 

dimensionless shear rate. However, using the range of attraction between the particles to rescale 

the effective accumulated strain, and the Mason number to represent the relative magnitude of the 

forces, the resulting dimensionless group is equivalent to using Pedep and the total strain. Upon 

being brought to rest, another 103τ is allowed for the particulate structure to reach its steady state 

[where τ is the Brownian diffusive time of the colloid, equal to 2 3/ 6 /a D a kT  with D the 

diffusion coefficient of a single particle]. The rescaled time-time stress autocorrelation function, 

  ( ) ( ) /C t V t t t kT      (averaged over all three independent off-diagonal components 

of the total stress tensor,  , where V is the volume of the calculation cell), decays to zero for a 

viscous fluid, with the area under the autocorrelation curve being a measure of the zero shear 

viscosity of the system [46, 47]. One can decouple the contribution of different interactions to the 

total stress by individually investigating the interactions between particles; however, here the 

reported stress autocorrelation is calculated based on the total stress tensor and including all 

interactions (i.e. solvent-solvent, solvent-colloid, and colloid-colloid) in order to represent relevant 

experimentally measured bulk stresses. Each stress autocorrelation graph is averaged over 500 

time origins (t), with 10 time-step intervals (each time step being  
0.5

0.0005 /ct r m kT   where 
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m is mass of individual DPD particles) , resulting in the largest error bar being smaller than 1% of 

the calculated quantities. By contrast, for a yield stress fluid, at long times C  decays to a finite 

value [48] which is a measure of the residual stress, r in the system. In fig.2a we show the 

evolution of the stress autocorrelation: while the simple exponential decay of  C t  for the hard 

sphere suspension indicates existence of a well-defined zero-shear viscosity [49], a non-zero 

terminal value of the same measure for the attractive particle suspension leads to a divergent area 

integral and prevents a zero-shear viscosity from being defined for these systems [22]. The 

oscillations in the stress autocorrelation function of the attractive systems correspond to nonlinear 

viscoelasticity and emergence of a yield stress, with the period of oscillation being proportional to 

the quench times imposed during the TRT protocol (see SI). Fig.2b shows the residual stress in the 

attractive suspensions for different attraction strengths and ranges, as a function of the total 

normalized accumulated strain under which they have been brought to rest. The solid line 

presented is fit to  , / 1r r eq n    , where 
,r eq  is the residual stress of the attractive gel formed 

under quiescent conditions (   ). Normalizing the residual stress values of different gels by the 

corresponding values in the same gel formed at no-flow conditions, collapses all data, regardless 

of the strength and range of attraction, into a master curve. Evidently, the colloidal structures 

formed over longer quench times show increasingly fluid-like behavior (similar to flocculated 

clusters of particles) whereas the identical particle ensembles prepared in the same way, but 

quenched over shorter times, result in gels with increasingly solid-like properties. 

Careful examination of the structures quenched over the shortest times ( 2n  ), show slightly 

larger residual stresses than the ones formed at no-flow conditions. This arises from the annealing 

actions of small viscous shear stresses which allow particles to break out of their cages, and explore 
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a lower energy state by forming more bonds, as evidenced by the small Mn limit of fig.1 in the 

shear compaction regime. 

 
Figure 2. a) Stress autocorrelation function against time measured for hard sphere suspension quenched from 1Pe   

over 10
q

t   and an attractive gel with 1
0.1a


  and 30

B
k T   quenched from 1Mn  , and b) Normalized residual 

stress against normalized accumulated strain for attractive systems under our TRT protocol, at different quench times. 

The line shows fit to  
,

/ 1
r r eq n

    . 

In recent work, we have shown that the time- and rate-dependent rheology of these attractive 

colloidal systems can be parametrized through distinct signatures in micro- (average coordination 

number, <Z>), meso- (number density fluctuations, NDF), and macro- (shear stress) scale 

measures of a system under flow. Fig. 3a shows scaled values of the average coordination number, 

, and number density fluctuations, , of the final structures, as a function of total accumulated 

strain for the same suspensions as in fig. 2b. The dashed lines represent corresponding values of 

the same quantities measured for the same system under quiescent gelation. 

a b 
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Figure 3. Ensemble-averaged coordination number (shaded in blue color, with square symbols and solid lines) and 

normalized number density fluctuations,  (shaded in red color with circular symbols and dashed lines) scaled by 

their values at quiescent conditions of gels brought to rest at different quench times. The dotted line represents the 

unity for both measures, corresponding to gel formed at rest. 

Based on our previous work and the results in fig.2/3, we can define clear criteria for three distinct 

structural states formed under different conditions: (i) strong gels with 
,/ (1)r r eq O   ,   

and  where the system exhibits elastic solid-like behavior; (ii) weak gels corresponding to 

,0.05 / 0.5r r eq   , 1  and  , where a percolated network of particles is present and 

thus the material exhibits a finite residual stress, consistent with the presence of a yield stress and 

a rheological behavior similar to a soft viscoelastic solid, but the yield stress is smaller than 

observed in gels formed isotropically and under no-flow conditions; and (iii) flocculated fluids 

with no clear indication of a yield stress where the system no longer exhibits gel-like behavior, a 

percolated network of particles is absent, and the mechanical properties are significantly weaker 

than the strong gels, ,/ 0.05r r eq   , 1  and . The suspensions quenched over the 

shortest times and smallest strains, 10n  , not only result in the strongest gels with the largest 

residual stress ( r ), but they also have distinctly different micro- and meso-scale structures than 

the gels formed under quiescent conditions. Analysis of the fractal dimension of the gels using a 
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box counting algorithm [12] shows that at intermediate shearing times, 10 100n  , the strong 

gels are denser with larger fractal dimensions ( 2.21fD   for 1n   compared to 1.76fD   for 

20n  ). 

Using these criteria elucidated above, we can construct a phase map of the different regimes and 

the corresponding microstructures (Fig.4) using our direct numerical simulations of each regime. 

The distinctions between strong gel, weak gel and flocculated fluid states correspond to the 

material configurations at the end of the quench protocol, i.e. under no flow condition, and the 

shaded regions in this time-rate-transformations process (Fig. 4(top)) are pathways to those final 

structures. Finite Mason numbers indicate that the system is “fluidized” and exposed to an imposed 

deformation rate, and cannot therefore strictly be referred to as a gel. Fig. 4(bottom) summarizes 

the final states at the end of the TRT protocol over 285 simulation results for varying quench times 

and strengths of attraction between particles. Since the initial time required for calculation of strain 

is associated with the condition 1Mn  , (and thus varies for different applied shear rates and 

different values of  ), a given value of of n  corresponds to different quench times for different 

attraction strengths. In order to incorporate the effects of quench time and attraction strength we 

re-normalize the values of n  using the characteristic thixotropic timescale (scaled by the diffusive 

timescale) for each attraction strength,  .thix  . As we have shown in previous work this 

thixotropic timescale is a strong function of  , and varies as  
0.32

. / /thix kT 


  [see SI for 

additional details].  The resulting phase diagram clearly shows that, regardless of the particle 

attraction strength or range of attraction, for long quench times (corresponding to .. / 400n thix   

) the particles effectively form phase-separated clusters that are not inter-connected. On the other 

hand, for very rapid quenches when the total shearing time for the particles to explore the 
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distribution of local energy minima is short, 
.. / 40n thix    , strong, disordered, fractal and 

percolated gels are formed. In the intermediate regime of .40 . / 400n thix    , although some 

connections between discrete particulate clusters are present, the meso-structure is heterogeneous 

with significantly larger number density fluctuations compared to quiescent gelation, and the 

resulting weak gel shows a much lower yield stress when a deformation is imposed. 

 
Figure 4. Strain-Mason number-Transformation phase diagram, with representative structure snapshots at each 

corresponding region for a system of Γ=10kT and κ-1=0.1a. The top figure shows the Mason number and the 

normalized accumulated strains, with three solid lines showing linear shear rate decay with tq = 2, 20, and 200 for 

black, red and the green line respectively. The break in the ordinate axis is to distinguish between final structures at 

the end of flow protocol, and under no flow conditions. The lower figure shows the final state of the material (■ for 

strong gel, □ for weak gel, and × for flocculated fluid) as a function of an appropriately-rescaled strain accumulated 

during the quench process. This strain measure has been rescaled to account for the systematic variation in the relevant 

thixotropic time scale of each colloidal system as the attraction strengths between the particles are varied (see Fig. S3 

for an un-rescaled representation). 

These strain-Mason number state diagrams for attractive colloidal particles provide a systematic 

guide for predicting the type of structure/property that one can obtain for a given volume fraction, 
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the strength and the range of attraction between the particles. This Time-Mason Number 

representation clearly shows that for these strictly time-dependent materials the final structure is 

not merely a function of the initial state variables but that a clear understanding of the underlying 

transport processes including the evolution in the imposed shear rate, the timescale of the 

deformation history and the relevant thixotropic timescale of the material are essential for 

predicting the final system state. Our results further confirm the role of shearing protocols 

experimentally investigated by Divoux et al. [16] and Helal et al. [35], in which the shear history 

is shown to control the macroscopic measures of the final structures, i.e. shear viscosity, loss and 

storage moduli, as well as electrical conductivity. Furthermore, fast confocal microscopy of 

sheared attractive colloids have also shown the role of prior shear history and the rate of applied 

deformation in controlling the microstructural evolutions of colloidal gels under flow [25, 27, 45]. 

We have shown that the final structures of a quiescent gel-forming system can vary from a dense 

fractal gel with a large yield stress, to disconnected fluid flocs. We have prescribed a Time-Rate-

Transformation procedure, based on the Mason number which represents the (time-evolving) 

strength of the flow (compared to strength of attraction between the particles) and a normalized 

accumulated strain, n , which incorporates both the range of attraction as well as the flow history. 

The resulting dynamical phase map provides alternative routes to shear-mediated design of 

attractive colloidal gels with desired structures. Although a linear quench profile (eq.2) was 

investigated in detail here, one can also design different routes through this strain-Mason number 

diagram (in the SI we also explore exponential profiles as well as step-wise decay of deformation 

rate with different waiting times at each rate) and the resulting state maps remain largely 

unchanged. Our findings, coupled with this simple dimensionless representation of the material 
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history experienced by these thixotropic attractive particulate systems, enable us to design and 

control a priori colloidal assembly into different rheological and microstructural states. 
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DPD and time-integration details 

The equation of motion for DPD can be written in the form of eq. S1, as the sum of pairwise 

interactions between two particles within a cut-off distance, rc, of each other [1-3]. In classical 

DPD, the total force acting on a particle is calculated from three individual interactions: the random 

force, R

ijF , the dissipative force, D

ijF , and the conservative force, C

ijF  resulting in the force balance: 

R D Ci
i ij ij ij

d
m

dt
  

v
F F F       (S1) 

The first two terms on the right side of eq. S1 (random and dissipative interactions) form the 

thermostat and are essential for satisfaction of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. The random 

force is a Brownian fluctuation source with a random function C

ijF , 
ij possessing a zero mean 

and a unit variance:  

(r )
ijR

ij ij ij ij ij
t

 





F e       (S2) 

Here t  is the time step used in the simulation, 
ij  is the strength of the thermal fluctuations in 

the system, and ije  is the unit vector /ij ij ijr re . 

The dissipative force (eq. S3) is a heat sink acting against the relative motion of particles  

(
ij i j v v v ). In eq. S3, 

ij  is the strength of dissipation which is coupled with the thermal noise, 

ij , to control the temperature in the system. Together the parameters in Eqs (S2) and (S3) define 

the dimensionless DPD temperature as 
2 / 2ij ijkT   . 

2( (r )) ( )D

ij ij ij ij ij ij ij   F v e e       (S3) 

The last interaction represents the conservative force, C

ijF  (eq. S4), controlled by the magnitude 

of the parameter, aij. This parameter is most commonly set using the method introduced by Groot 

and Warren [1]. 

(r )C

ij ij ij ij ija F e        (S4) 
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All forces in eq. S2-S4 are calculated via a weight function that begins at unity and vanishes at the 

cut-off distance: 

1 ;
(r )

0;

ij

ij c

cij ij

ij c

r
r r

r

r r



 
  

  
 

      (S5) 

Since DPD is a coarse-grained method, the interactions between individual DPD particles are soft, 

meaning that particles only interact through different forces if they overlap with one another [1]. 

Particle positions and velocities in each time step are advanced based on a velocity-Verlet 

algorithm (eq. S7-S10). In this scheme, predictions of particle position (eq. S7) and velocity (eq. 

S8) are made based on the total force acting on a particle ( (t)iF ), particle velocity ( (t)iv ), and 

positions ( (t)ir ) in the previous step: 

   
21

( ) ( ) ( )
2

i i i it t t t t t t    r r v F      (S7) 

 
1

( ) ( )
2

i i it t t t t   v v F        (S8) 

In the second step, new forces are calculated through eq. S2-S4, and S6, and corrections are made 

to the particle velocity (eq. S10) based on this new total force (eq. S9). 

( ) ( ( ), ( ))i it t t t t t   F F r v      (S9) 

 
1

( ) ( ) ( ( ))
2

i i i it t t t t t t     v v F F     (S10) 

Throughout the manuscript quantities are expressed in non-dimensional form. To do this, one 

should choose an energy scale, kT , a length scale which is commonly set by the cut-off distance, 

cr , and the mass of individual particles, m, and derive the units for other quantities. Subsequently 

one will have the following units: 
1/2( / )kT m for velocity, 1/2( / )cr m kT for time, / ckT r  for force, 

/ ckT mr  for acceleration, 1/2( / ) / ckT m r  for shear rate and 3/B ck T r  for stress/pressure/modulus. 
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Further details of the simulation scheme, parametrization and measurement of rheological 

properties can be found in number of previous reports [4-7]. 

Stress autocorrelation function 

The rescaled stress autocorrelation function,   ( ) ( ) /C t V t t t kT     , based on the 

long-time tail of the decay function, referred to as residual stress in the manuscript, can be fitted 

to an exponential decay function, with a single relaxation time (eq. S11): 

    *0 expfit

rC t C t


           (S11) 

In addition to r , which is used as a proxy measure of the yield stress of the resulting fluids at the 

end of the Time-Rate-Transformation (TRT) protocol, values of  0C  and * are presented in 

Table S1. Subsequently, one can calculate the period of oscillations observed in figure 2 of the 

manuscript, by fitting the residual value of the fitted data in Fig. S1,      fitt C t C t     to a 

simple sinusoidal function of the form    sin tt 


 . Fig. S1 shows the value of the rescaled 

stress autocorrelation function after subtracting the residual stress, and the residual value of fitted 

data as a function of time, for the same systems presented in fig. 2 of the main manuscript. It should 

be noted that since no visible oscillation is observed for the quench time of 500qt  , no period 

of oscillation is calculated for that curve in table S1. Note that here τ is the Brownian diffusive 

time equal to 
2 3/ 6 /a D a kT  with D the diffusion coefficient of a single particle. 
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Figure S1 . a) Rescaled stress autocorrelation function without residual stress values, and b) fitting residuals as a 

function of time, for attractive suspensions with 
1

0.1a

  and 30kT   quenched from 1Mn   over varying 

quench times. 

Table 1. Values of  (0)C ,
*  and   calculated from equation S1 and sinusoidal fit. 

Quench Time  0C  [ 3/kT a ] * /   /   

5 375.53437 1.71989 3.45017 

10 366.28178 2.88849 5.05115 

20 360.41218 3.05321 8.75903 

50 261.26967 3.17601 12.76347 

500 210.07016 4.51079 N/A 

 

As evident in fig. S2, the period of oscillations calculated for quenched suspensions decreases by 

increasing the attraction strength between the particles. This can be attributed to stronger gels 

formed at higher attraction strengths, hence larger yield stress and enhanced nonlinear 

viscoelasticity of those systems; however, the initial amplitude of the stress autocorrelation 

function is directly related to the relaxation modulus of any given structure. This is more evident 

when the Green-Kubo [8, 9] expression is considered (
0

( ) ( )
10

V
t t t dt

kT
   



  ). 
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Figure S2. Period of oscillation ( /  ) as a function of quench time for three different strengths of attraction for 

attractive suspensions with 
1

0.1a

  quenched from 1Mn  . 

Distribution of coordination number 

Fig. S3 shows the probability of finding particles with given coordination numbers for four 

different accumulated strains, compared to the same probability measured for the gel formed under 

quiescent conditions for a suspension with 10kT   and 1 0.1a   . At fast quench rates, 

corresponding to small accumulated strains 10n  , the number of particles with large 

coordination numbers is smaller than observed under equilibrium conditions, this fraction 

progressively increases with strain, suggesting that particle-rich regions are being formed as the 

total shear strain experienced by the system accumulates. 
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Figure S3. Distribution of coordination numbers for gels at different normalized accumulated strains compared to their 

values at quiescent conditions. The dashed line represents the value corresponding to the gel formed at rest. 

 

Material state for different particle characteristics 

The final states of the colloidal systems studied in the manuscript (denoted by the filled squares 

(■) and shaded with orange color background for “strong gel”, hollow circles (□) shaded with 

yellow color background for “weak gel”, and indicated by (×) and shaded with a green background 

color for “flocculated fluid” states ) are presented in fig. S4. The top figure shows a system of 

attractive colloids with volume fraction of ϕ = 0.15 and attraction strength of 10kT  , brought 

to rest through our Time-Rate Transformation (TRT) protocol, with varying total accumulated 

strains, max , and attraction ranges, 1  .  It is clear from the upper figure that the boundaries of the 

different final states vary systematically with the range of attraction between the particles when 

plotted against the total accumulated strain max  imposed during the quench. This motivates the 

definition of the normalized strain, n  , which reflects the differing ranges of attraction. The 

bottom figure shows the entirety of our simulation results for a number of different attractions 

strengths and attraction ranges, versus this normalized accumulated strain, n .  Close inspection 

of Fig S4 shows that the boundaries between the different gel states that we identify still vary with 

the strength of the attraction between the particles. To account for this we need to recognize that 

the thixotropic time scale of these particulate gels also changes systematically with the colloidal 
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attraction strength. Varying quench times thus correspond to different relative timescales for 

structural evolution in systems with different attraction strengths. In the next section we describe 

how we determine the characteristic thixotropic time scales for each gel and these values are 

presented in Fig S5.  Once this variation in material time-scale is determined, the effective total 

time of shearing (weighted by the appropriate time scale for thixotropy in system) is reflected by 

the product .. /n thix   . When the phase boundaries are plotted in terms of this weighted strain 

parameter the boundaries between the phases shown in Fig S4 become vertical lines, as shown in 

the lower portion of Fig 4 of the main manuscript. 

 

Figure S4. Final material states (based on the criteria defined in the manuscript) for attractive colloids of: (top) varying 

attraction ranges with fixed attraction strength of 10kT   against total accumulated strain, and; (bottom) for varying 

attraction strengths (and all attraction ranges) against the rescaled accumulated strain,.  The final states shown in the 

lower figure are for a fixed volume fraction of ϕ = 0.15 and three ranges of attractions, κ-1 = 0.1a, 0.2a and 0.25a (■ 

shaded in orange color background for strong gel, □ shaded in yellow color background for weak gel, and × shaded in 

green background color for flocculated fluid states). 

 

Thixotropic time scale 

The variation in the thixotropic timescale (scaled by the diffusive time of a single Brownian 

particle) of attractive suspensions with volume fraction of ϕ = 0.15 and different attraction 
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strengths, is shown in fig. S5.  These timescales are calculated by imposing a series of step-wise 

ramp-down followed by ramp-up shear protocols, as first proposed by Divoux et al. [8] and 

subsequently used by Radhakrishnan et al. [9] The computational details are explained in a recent 

study [10]. In brief, we characterize the rheological hysteresis area in the flow curves of stress vs. 

shear-rate which are computed through a series of step-rate experiments using varying waiting 

times at each imposed deformation rate. The resulting hysteresis area varies as a log-normal 

distribution of the waiting time, with the maximum area located at the characteristic thixotropic 

time scale, .thix .  A power law scaling of the data in fig. S5 provides a functional form for 

calculation of thixotropic timescales as a function of attraction strength between the particles: 

  .( ) /
B

thix A kT          (S12) 

Where 12.93A , 0.32B    with 2 0.966R   for the fitting confidence.  For very strong attraction 

strengths and short thixotropic timescales the step rate protocol prevents sampling the full log-

normal distribution and results in the small deviation observed for 50kT  . It should be noted 

that the values of the thixotropic time scale will vary with the range of attraction as well as with 

the volume fraction of particles; by increasing the effective volume fraction of colloids in the 

matrix the thixotropic timescale will decrease due to higher probabilities of particle-particle 

interactions. 

 

Figure S5. Thixotropic time scale normalized with the diffusive time scale of an individual Brownian particles, against 

the strength of attraction between two particles, as determined based on rheological hysteresis computations as 

described in detail in [10]. The red dashed-line presents fitting of the data to an exponential decay function of the form 

   .
/ /

B

thix
A kT     . The inset shows the same data in a log-log plot.  
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Alternative flow decay protocols for TRT 

Three different types of flow decay protocols are compared in fig. S6 based on the temporal 

variation in the applied shear rate (or Mason number Mn(t)) and accumulated strains, 

corresponding to three different quench times: tq /τ = 1, 10 and 100 . The kinematics of the flow 

for the linear, exponential and step-wise decay functions can be written as eq. S13-S15, 

respectively: 

  0 1
q

t
t

t
 

 
   

 

      (S13) 

   0 exp / qt t t        (S14) 

    0 1 int / /qt Nt t N       (S15) 

Where N in equation S15 is the number of steps to be taken towards zero shear rate, and the int[10] 

operator returns the integer value of the argument / qNt t . 
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Figure S6. Time-varying Mason number (a), normalized accumulated strain as a function of time (b), and (c) Mason 

number as a function of normalized accumulated strain for three different flow decay protocols and three different 

quench times, corresponding to the strong gel, weak gel, and flocculated fluid regions in our TRT phase diagram in 

figure 4 of the main manuscript. 

 

We compute the final states of the resulting gels obtained for each of the trajectories shown in 

Figure S6 using the three distinct structural measures described in the main text (see discussion 

related to Figs 2 & 3). Table S2 shows the three measurables defined in the manuscript (rescaled 

residual stress, rescaled coordination number and rescaled number density fluctuations), as well as 

the final material state for attractive colloidal systems with 10kT   and 1 0.2a    quenched 

with three different protocols described through equations S13-S15. 
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Decay 

Function 
tq r    

Material 

State 

Linear 

(eq S13) 

1 1.01 0.94 0.99 Strong Gel 

10 0.48 0.97 2.12 Weak Gel 

100 0.03 1.06 3.67 
Flocculated 

Fluid 

Step-wise 

(eq S14) 

1 0.99 0.97 1.01 Strong Gel 

10 0.37 1.00 2.30 Weak Gel 

100 0.01 1.12 3.86 
Flocculated 

Fluid 

Exponential 

(eq S15) 

1 1.02 0.92 0.97 Strong Gel 

10 0.41 0.99 1.96 Weak Gel 

100 0.01 1.09 4.08 
Flocculated 

Fluid 

 

Despite the small numerical differences in the exact of , and r  shown in Table S2, it is 

clear that the same distinct gel states are obtained for each different quench protocol with the same 

quench time-scale.  It is thus clear that the Time-Rate-Transformation (or Strain-Mason Number 

transformation) framework we outline in this work is useful for systematically understanding the 

role of shear flow history and targeting specific colloidal microstructures in these thixotropic 

elastoviscoplastic systems. 

Role of interaction potential 

Investigation of gel structure and properties with respect to Mason number [being solely connected 

to the maximum strength of attraction potential] is only justified for short-range attractive particles 

[11]. As the interaction becomes longer-range, the density of interaction along the particle-particle 

separation distance affects the final microstructure as well as the mechanical properties of the gel. 

On the other hand, for short-range attractions, the specific choice of interaction potential becomes 

rather irrelevant, as one can consider particles within those distances as effectively in contact with 

one another [10]. In order to ensure that our choice of interaction type (i.e. the soft Morse potential) 

does not influence the universality of our conclusions, we have also tested two other commonly 

used interaction potentials for a number of attractive gels under Time-Rate-Transformation. 

     

       

3 2 3

3 2 3

2 2 1 3 2 1

2 2 1 6 2 1 2
AO

a r a r
U

a a a a

 

 

   
 

   
     (S16) 
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 ;2 2SWU a r a             (S17) 

Equations S16 and S17 respectively show the Asakura-Oosawa potential commonly used for 

depletion gels and square well potential assuming a constant attraction across the range of 

attraction ( ). In both equations r is the center-center distance of two interacting particles, and a 

is the radius of a particle. One should note that the Morse potential used in this study is cut off at 

the attraction range (
1 / a 

= 0.1, 0.2 and 0.25) as well and thus is not a long-range attraction. 

Figure S7 shows the typical corresponding interaction potentials with values of 
1 / 0.1a    and 

0.1   for AO, Morse and square-well potentials. 

 

Figure S7. The interaction potentials of different types (Asakura-Oosawa, Morse and Square Well) for a given range 

of attraction, and a corresponding value of strength. 

Using the functional forms of each interaction potential, one can calculated the stickiness 

parameter,   (different from diffusion time in the manuscript), and the reduced second virial 

coefficient of each interaction type, using the formalism of Noro and Frenkel [10]. Table S3 shows 

the measured values of these parameters for each interaction potential, for a given value of the 

attraction strength (10kT), and cut off range (0.25a). Since the values of second virial coefficients 

are similar for all three interaction potentials, having the same interaction strength and cut off, the 
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phase diagram of the resulting structures for all interaction potentials are expected to be similar. 

This further proves that in the short-range regime we have investigated the choice of potential 

shape does not affect the final structures. 

Interaction type   
*

2B  

Morse 0.103 0.975 

Asakura-Oosawa 0.112 0.972 

Square Well 0.099 0.976 

 

Table S4 shows the three measurables defined in the present manuscript (rescaled residual stress, 

rescaled coordination number and rescaled number density fluctuations), as well as the final 

material state for attractive colloidal systems with 10kT   and 
1 / a 

= 0.1 quenched with three 

different protocols for particles interacting through equations S16 and S17 as well as with the 

Morse potential used in the rest of this work. 

Decay 

Function 
tq r    

Material 

State 

Morse 

1 1.01 0.94 0.99 Strong Gel 

10 0.48 0.97 2.12 Weak Gel 

100 0.03 1.06 3.67 
Flocculated 

Fluid 

Asakura-

Oosawa 

1 0.99 0.94 0.98 Strong Gel 

10 0.46 0.96 2.18 Weak Gel 

100 0.02 1.08 3.72 
Flocculated 

Fluid 

Square Well 

1 1.01 0.95 0.97 Strong Gel 

10 0.49 0.97 2.10 Weak Gel 

100 0.04 1.05 3.59 
Flocculated 

Fluid 

 

Results presented in Tables S2 and S3 indicate that once the attraction between particles is 

restricted to the same range of interaction [and remain within the short-range limit], the choice of 

interaction potential does not change the final results and our quantitative measures become 

insensitive to such potential energy distribution. 
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